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Chapter 1361: I'm embarrassed 

In order to prevent accidents. 

Su Lang waited for a stick of incense in secret, and then appeared from the hiding place. 

He would not give anyone a chance to spread the news, and directly dispatched Gabaiying's clone to 

create more than 7,000 clones, surrounding the entire Judu star! 

Even if the Baiying clone is used, the clone's strength decreases, but there is also the level of the second 

great emperor! 

In other words. 

This Judu Xing was directly surrounded by more than 7,000 Second Great Emperors! 

As soon as these avatars appeared, they immediately unfolded the Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms, as 

if more than seven thousand terrifying suns appeared in the sky! 

In the extremely dazzling light, the people on Judu star were almost blinded! 

At the same time, all the creatures on the entire planet were assimilated into their own people in an 

instant! 

"For those above Emperor Wu level, come and see me." 

Su Lang let the clones maintain the light of the world, consolidate the results of the battle, and at the 

same time send a call to the entire world. 

Suddenly. 

A single figure rose from the ground, or flew out of the void battleship, and came to Su Lang one after 

another. 

quickly. 

A full thousand ordinary Wudi and nine quasi-great emperors appeared in front of Su Lang! 

"Your subordinates see your majesty Langdi!" 

Headed by the nine quasi-great emperors, all Wu emperors bowed to Su Lang. 

Because the dark sky clan masters on Judu were almost killed, all these Wudi were all coalition members 

from the Zhetian and Hongtian continents. 

"A whole thousand Emperor Wu, Zhetian Continent and Hongtian Continent are awesome!" 

"And this number is not the limit of these two worlds. They will definitely leave enough combat power 

to defend their homes, and they will never be inferior to this coalition!" 

Su Lang praised it, saying that the veteran Great Emperor-level planet is awesome, and the background 

is really terrifying! 
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After feeling. 

Su Lang looked at the novice who was kneeling in front of him. 

Among the nine quasi-great emperors, four are from the Tianye clan, from the Zhetian continent, named 

Qingyang, Zhu Ming, Bai Zang and Xuan Ying. 

There are also four people from the Liuguang clan, from Hongtian Continent, named Zhuyu, Changying, 

Mo Ge, and Jiuzhao. 

The last person is Rafait from the Dark Sky Clan. 

In addition, there are 36 Emperor Wudi in the Nine Revolutions, and the lower the cultivation base, the 

greater the number of Emperor Wu. 

"They are all masters." 

"It makes me embarrassed." 

Having got so many powerful subordinates easily, Su Lang rubbed his hands in embarrassment. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang asked the new subordinates about Ye Chen and Li Qijue. 

The information obtained is almost the same as that obtained by asking Rido before, the difference lies 

in more detail. 

The eight quasi-great emperors are Ye Chen and Li Qijue, who are close to the body and mind, and 

naturally know more than the nine-turn Wudi Lido. 

Su Lang now understands the information and characteristics of the two people better. 

For example, Su Lang knew the reason why Li Qijue liked energy spar. 

In fact, Li Qijue had no choice. The book "No Snow Feather" he cultivated was a great emperor-level 

secret technique with a side effect called'Emperor's Erosion Tribulation'. 

The ‘Emperor’s Erosion Tribulation’ will appear every once in a while, if you don’t immediately replenish 

a large amount of the source of immortality, Li Qijue’s cultivation power will fall to the low emperor 

level! 

In addition, Su Lang understood Ye Chen more deeply. 

This dog is the son of luck in the Hongtian Continent. Because he is very lustful, he has been growing up 

with flowers and grass, and has harmed countless women. 

He especially likes other people's women. Taking someone else's woman will make him feel very 

fulfilled! 

In Su Lang's view, this guy is a super scumbag with a heavy taste. 

"Tsk tsk." 



"I can't agree!" 

Su Lang shuddered all over, then looked at Lafity. 

Of course he couldn't have the same hobbies as Ye Chen, he just wanted to ask some questions! 

"Lafitte." 

Su Lang said lightly, "Tell me all the information about Uporuo." 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty the Great Langdi!" 

Lafitti was like the most humble servant, crawling under Su Lang's feet, and showing everything about 

Upoluo. 

quickly. 

Su Lang knew a lot of information about Uboluo. 

For example, Wu Boruo's usual strength reached the Five Great Emperors. 

For example, Wu Boruo possesses six great emperor soldiers, Ming Hongqi. 

Chapter 1362: Arrived in Dark Sky Star! 

"It's almost as I expected." 

After listening to the information provided by Lafity, Su Lang nodded slightly. 

"Well, you go down." 

Su Lang waved his hand, and then ordered everyone, "You will stay in Guduxing. If you have anything, 

please contact me directly." 

Soon. 

They exchanged contact information with nine quasi-great emperors. 

at the same time. 

Mingguang Wanjie has also consolidated the results of assimilation and can ensure that no one can get 

rid of control. 

then. 

Su Lang planned to go to Dark Sky Star and be a fisherman who would make a profit from the snipe and 

clam. 

"Come!" 

With a big wave of his hand, Su Lang retracted his clone, turned and flew out of Judu Star, and hurried 

towards Dark Sky Star. 
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The same is to use clone dispatch plus clone replacement, paving a shortcut to reach the dark sky star. 

The difference is that in order to prevent being discovered by Li Qijue and Ye Chen on the road, Su Lang 

deliberately went around a big circle! 

Dark sky star far away is void. 

The vast black planet slowly rotates, and the surface is covered with a large amount of thick gray fog, 

with a deadly mystery. 

This planet is very huge, at least ten times that of Canglan Star! 

In other words, this planet is about the size of ten solar systems! 

"Emperor-class planet, it really is no small thing." 

There was a wave of spatial fluctuations, and Su Lang walked out of the void. 

Soon. 

He immediately hid his figure and flew towards the near-field void of the Dark Sky World. 

The closer he gets to the planet, the more Su Lang can feel the strong resentment. 

"What a strong smell of blood, what a strong resentment!" 

"Wu Boruo is really a ruthless person, he really seems to be cutting leeks, killing ninety-nine percent of 

the population of his own race!" 

Su Lang was hidden in the void, looking down at the entire planet, frowning slightly. 

But he also knew that this is the rule of the boundless universe-the strong takes all! 

With emotion, Su Lang continued to observe the dark sky star. 

He not only possesses the spiritual power realm of the broken Nirvana level, but also masters the 

spiritual power avenue and the illusion avenue. It is not a difficult task to explore the dark sky without 

disturbing anyone. 

quickly. 

Su Lang's mental power penetrated the dark sky star's atmosphere, entered the gray thick fog, and 

finally detected the dark sky star land. 

There are vast cities on the ground, and there are a large number of black spires, which are very 

spectacular. 

However, there is no one in every city. 

Only a few places left traces of fighting and corpses. 

These people died of cannibalism because of the outbreak of war in the Green Terror. 

Su Lang knew that most of the remaining missing people were killed and swallowed by Wu Boruo. 



As Su Lang continues to probe. 

He quickly grasped the basic information of the entire dark sky star. 

This vast planet was originally incomplete, but now the incomplete part has been filled, and it should be 

the fruit of Wuboluo over the past 100 million years. 

Of course, completion does not mean perfection. 

Just like Su Lang filling the Canglan Star, he only filled up the pit, which was regarded as a temporary 

solution rather than a permanent cure. 

In addition, there is only one city in the dark sky star at this time, and there are still people alive. 

That is the city of origin! 

The city of origin is the lair of the origin demon emperor Uboluo. 

This black fierce city built around the misty peaks is the base for all Dark Sky Clan warriors to accept the 

flesh and blood of Wu Boruo, and is the beginning of their tragic fate. 

"Wu Boruo is on that giant peak." 

Su Lang cautiously explored the city of origin, but he did not explore the misty peaks rashly. 

It should be understood that this is Wuporuo's real nest. You don't need to think about it and know that 

there are anti-detection methods. 

Su Lang's gaze turned to the only people left in the City of Origin. 

These people are very few, less than 10,000. 

All of them exudes the breath of quasi emperor, and the breath is exactly the same. 

"something wrong!" 

"Why didn't Uporuo kill them?" 

"If you want to concentrate your strength, you must kill all of them. What do you leave these people 

behind!?" 

Su Lang instinctively sensed something wrong. 

But just as he was about to explore further, black tentacles shot out from the misty peaks, entangled the 

nearly 10,000 people! 

Su Lang only had time to gather some breath, and the nearly ten thousand people were pulled into the 

mist by the black tentacles. 

Chapter 1363: What the **** is Ruthless Tiandi 

"have eaten!?" 

"Or is it another use?" 
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Su Lang raised his eyebrows and guessed secretly. 

Of course, in the absence of basic information, you can only guess at random. 

Time passed slowly. 

A few more hours passed in an instant. 

On the Mist Giant Peak, Wu Boruo's breath became stronger and stronger, and gradually leaked from 

the Mist Giant Peak. 

Su Lang sensed the suffocating terrifying aura for the first time! 

"The breath of the peak of the Six Great Emperor!" 

"It seems that it is possible to enter the Seven Great Emperor Realm at any time!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, his eyes a little solemn, "Sure enough, if Wu Bo can't be underestimated!" 

at this time. 

Suddenly, there were very violent spatial fluctuations in the void in the distance. 

"coming!?" 

Su Lang's expression moved, and he turned to look. 

I saw endless ripples in the void, like a tsunami suddenly occurred on a calm sea! 

Immediately after. 

The void suddenly tore apart, forming a huge space channel. 

Immediately afterwards, two silhouettes, one red and one black, came out, exuding a terrifying 

atmosphere of the Great Emperor, it was Li Qijue and Ye Chen! 

"Zhetian world!!" 

On the Mist Giant Peak, Wu Boruo took care of the Emperor Wan Zhun, raised his head fiercely, and let 

out a low roar in his mouth. 

"Uporo!" 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen looked down on the dark world, their gazes were like swords, seeming to penetrate 

the thick gray mist, and they looked at each other with Wu Boruo. 

this moment. 

This is the first time the two sides have met. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen came together with confidence! 

Although Wu Boruo saw that the other party had two great emperors, and they were all six great 

emperors, he was not to be outdone! 



"Uporrow." 

"You scumbag, in the dark world, killing people like numb, you have no sense of responsibility and 

responsibility as the lord of the world!" 

"Today, we are going to eradicate your cruel demon and put the world of Dark Sky back on track!" 

Ye Chen stepped forward, the words in his mouth snapped out. 

This kind of high-sounding words, he has long been proficient no longer. 

"Humph." 

"It's ridiculous just because you want to kill my Wu." 

"Today you will definitely die in my hands, just like the ruthless emperor of your world!" 

Wu Boruo's huge body stood on the misty peak, and his huge house-like face revealed a thick sneer and 

murderous intent! 

"Ruthless Emperor? What the hell!?" 

"Is there a ruthless Emperor Tiandi in our world?" 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen were stunned at the same time, and their hearts were full of mist. 

However, the two of them, as the emperor-level, are absolutely calm on the surface, making Wu Boruo 

unable to see the depth! 

"Humph!" 

"Pretend to be calm, thinking I can't see through the anger and resentment in your hearts?" 

"The Ruthless Heavenly Emperor is not old, he is already a powerful Three Great Emperor, he died in my 

hands, you must hate me very very very much!" 

Wu Boruo laughed wildly, "My favorite is the way others resent me, come on, resent me to your heart's 

content, let me be the shadow of your life!" 

Hear this. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen looked at each other immediately. 

"This product should have misunderstood something!" 

"It must be a misunderstanding. That ruthless emperor is not a person in our world." 

"Did someone wave outside under our banner and was killed by Uporo?" 

"No, dignified great emperor-level figure, wouldn't he do such a dishonest thing?" 

"..." 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen looked at each other and exchanged a lot of glances. 



at the same time. 

The void in the distance. 

Su Lang was holding a smile on his face. 

No way, Wu Boruo's serious face was really funny. 

at this time. 

"Uporrow." 

"Don't talk about those useless, let's see the truth under our hands!" 

Li Qijue roared, and his whole body flew out in a flash, traversing the distant and near void, and blasted 

towards the misty peak with a palm! 

Ye Chen followed closely behind, also holding a powerful move, to kill the mist giant peak. 

That's how the battle of the emperor class begins! 

In Su Lang's secret observation, Li Qijue and Ye Chen flew to the misty peak to launch a powerful attack. 

With a punch and a palm, it turned into a terrifying vision covering the sky and the sun, and it fell on the 

misty peak! 

Chapter 1364: Amazing Uporo! 

"Boom!" 

A violent explosion sounded. 

The entire foggy peak trembled crazily, and the rocks fell, as if there had been a dozens of magnitude 

earthquakes. 

At the same time, the mist that had been shrouded all year round on the Mist Giant Peak was finally 

dispelled, revealing Wu Boruo's true face! 

I saw that the top of the Mist Giant Peak was very flat, and a giant fat man sat directly on it, that is, Wu 

Boruo. 

At this time, Wuporuo is even bigger than before the massacre, and the height has reached more than 

three thousand feet, a full ten thousand meters! 

The key is that he is 10,000 meters high and 10,000 meters wide. The whole person is like a meat ball 

with a diameter of 10,000 meters! 

"Tsk tusk, this meatball is really big!" 

Su Lang observed in secret, he made a tusk, and opened the property panel of Wu Boruo by the way. 

[Name]: Wu Boruo 

[Race]: Dark Sky Clan 
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[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Six Great Emperor 

[Attack level]: Six Great Emperor + 

[Defensive Level]: Six Great Emperor + 

[Shenfa Level]: Six Great Emperor + 

[Endurance Level]: Six Great Emperor + 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

【Mastering Techniques】: Demon Source Heart Sutra, Devouring Spirits and Casting Demon Sutra 

(Great Emperor Level, Dacheng), Wanhua Demon Body (Great Emperor Level, Dacheng), Without 

Shackles (Great Emperor Level, Dacheng), Fierce God Battle Spectrum (Emperor Level, Consummation)... 

"Three Great Emperor Level Cultivation Techniques!" 

A dignified look flashed in Su Lang's eyes, "Moreover, the three books are all masterpieces, amazing Wu 

Boruo!" 

Compared with Li Qijue, Wu Boruo is more proficient in the control of the emperor-level exercises, and 

they are all at the Dacheng level! 

In addition, that "No Shackles" is obviously an upgraded version of "Broken Shackles"! 

Breaking the shackles can enable Arrod and Anderson to break through to the emperor level, so how 

powerful is the upgraded version of "No Shackles"? 

"The two sides are afraid that they will get into a fight." 

Su Lang murmured, continuing to observe the battlefield. 

at this time. 

Rouqiuer Wu Boruo is raising his hands high, the combination of the terrifying physical power and the 

power of the rule avenue cancels the punches and palms of Ye Chen and Li Qijue in one fell swoop! 

But Li Qijue and Ye Chen launched an attack again in an instant! 

This time, the two of them took out their big guys at the same time-Xin Jue Wu Feng and Shi Jian Zheng 

Jun! 

The sword is completely dark, and although it has no edge, it contains an extremely fierce aura! 

The gun, the cold light flashes, and the lavender is lingering, it is very extraordinary at first sight! 

The two of them did not say a word, with one sword and one shot at the same time. 

Stabbed! 

The space was as fragile as toilet paper in front of the two Great Emperor soldiers, directly smashing 

into countless pieces! 



The tip of the sword and the tip of the spear reached the top of Uboluo's head in an instant! 

"Small bugs!" 

"Let you see my Wanhua Demon Body!" 

Wu Boruo sneered, the flesh and blood on top of his head turned into black armor, and at first glance it 

looked a bit like a tertiary head! 

Ding! ! 

Click! ! 

One sword and one shot collided with the top of Wu Boruo's head, and there was a sound of hard 

objects breaking in the clang of gold and iron. 

Su Lang could see clearly, Wu Boruo's helmet split a gap, but he quickly recovered! 

"Humph!" 

Seeing that he could not achieve a single blow, Li Qijue immediately issued another sword, "A thousand 

swords are extraordinary!" 

This sword turned straight into countless arcs, and the storm generally fell on Wu Boruo! 

This kind of terror attack without dead ends directly covers all the vital points of Uboluo! 

If it were an ordinary emperor, he would definitely be caught off guard and in a hurry! 

But for Uporuo, this trick has little effect. 

"Condensation!" 

I saw Wu Boruo let out a low roar, and all the fat on his body was transformed into black armor covering 

his whole body, and it was still the kind of thorns. 

The arc of Li Qijue's sword energy fell on Wu Boruo's body, cutting out countless cracks! 

But Wuboruo's armor was too strong to heal, and all the cracks healed within a millisecond. 

but. 

Li Qi is definitely not fighting alone. 

His move was purely to distract Uboluo's attention and strength. 

"Tianxiang breaks the stars!" 

Ye Chen held the ten admonition Zhengjun in his hand, and turned into a purple meteor that fell from 

the sky and stabs Wu Boruo's head severely! 

This trick is a very terrifying single attack! 

Wu Boruo's power was constrained by Li Qijue at this time, once he was hit by Ye Chen, he might not be 

able to hold it! 



But Wu Boruo turned a blind eye to Ye Chen's attack! ! 

Chapter 1365: Both sides show their magical powers! 

"Hmph, what's the use of Everbright? You have to be hard!" 

Seeing that the ten admonition Zhengjun was going to penetrate Wu Boruo's head, Ye Chen suddenly 

showed a trace of sarcasm. 

But the next moment. 

The mockery on his face turned directly into horror. 

Because a crimson stalkless short thorn has silently reached his vest, even the emperor's robe has been 

torn! 

It's the Six Great Emperor Soldiers mentioned by Lafitti-Ming Hongqi! 

"Mystery of the whole sky!!" 

Without thinking about it, Ye Chen immediately launched the defensive secret technique. 

I saw that the flesh and blood behind him turned into a half-energy and half-spirit state in an instant, 

and it was constantly spinning! 

Ming Hongqi pierced Ye Chen's flesh and blood, but couldn't make an inch! 

And the ten admonition Zhengjun in Ye Chen's hand also made a loud bang and plunged into Wu Boruo's 

head! 

Wow! 

Wu Boruo's head shattered, and countless pieces of black armor flew away. 

However, there is nothing under the broken armor, and there is no expectation that the brains are 

white! 

"Ha ha!" 

"You can break my armor, you deserve my true strength!" 

Numerous scarlet muscles suddenly spurted out of the big neck wound in Wuboruo Lake, entangled Ye 

Chen who was caught off guard! 

This scarlet muscle is probably Wu Boruo's tendon, very tough and strong, Ye Chen couldn't get rid of it! 

Adding to the fact that Ye Chen was stabbed on his back and was constantly consuming Ming Hong 

Weeping, Ye Chen was at stake. 

"Heart sword has no edge!" 

Suddenly a loud shout came, but Li Qijue was holding the sword of Xin Jue Wu Feng and piercing Wu Bo 

Ruo's heart. 

Ding! 
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Wu Boruo's armor did not move, not even a trace. 

However, Wu Boruo seemed to have been severely injured, his whole body stiffened, and the muscles 

entangled Ye Chen directly shrugged off! 

"Great Emperor Grade mental attack method!" 

In the void in the distance, Su Lang's eyes lit up. 

We must know that although the spiritual power of Broken Nirvana is huge, it is in the state of'broken 

Nirvana', very scattered, and cannot be used as a means of attack in the same level, unless you want to 

die. 

But Li Qijue's move condensed the spiritual power of the Realm of Broken Nirvana, and carried out an 

emperor-level mental attack! 

This sword was completely beyond Wu Boruo's expectation, and he was hit immediately! 

Take advantage of his illness to kill him! 

"Drinking Stars!" 

"The first shot in the independent world!" 

Ye Chen immediately activated the secret skills, and countless lavender energy siphons generally poured 

into the ten admonitions, and immediately turned into a thin line, piercing the fracture of Wu Boruo's 

neck fiercely! 

With this blow, the terrifying power of the Seven Great Emperors has erupted! 

In front of this gun, Wu Boruo's huge body is almost like a chicken, and it is completely vulnerable! 

Rumble! 

The 10,000-meter-high terrifying giant shattered every inch! 

Even Li Qijue, who is fighting against Wu Boruo, must temporarily avoid his edge to avoid being 

accidentally injured! 

next moment! 

The Ye Chen holding Shi Jianzheng Jun thoroughly penetrated Wu Boruo's body and reappeared in the 

field of vision. 

His face is very ugly! 

Because this move is too explosive and consumes too much! 

Moreover, Ming Hongqi still stabbed him on his back without any intention to leave! 

"No, Uporo still has a hole card!" 

Seeing this, Li Qijue suddenly smelled a dangerous aura! 

really. 



I saw Wu Boruo's broken body turned into twisted muscles, instantly forming a new body! 

"this is......" 

Su Lang was surprised, "Another use of Wanhua Demon Body!" 

However, although Wu Boruo's aura was weakened a lot, he still maintained the level of the Six Great 

Emperor! 

"Unexpectedly, you still have such a trick, and Wu Mou admires it!" 

Wu Bo sounded like a bell, "But, if it were just that, you would be finished!" 

next moment. 

The size is huge, like a giant of 10,000 meters, Wu Boruo collapsed in an instant! 

"This is... the secret method has no shackles!" 

Su Lang stared at Wu Boruo, only to see Wu Boruo's combat power jumped to the realm of the Seven 

Great Emperor! 

And it is still rising, almost breaking through to the realm of the Eight Great Emperors! 

The terrifying momentum overwhelms the entire world! 

"Not good! Puff——!!!" 

Ye Chen's expression changed wildly, and he spouted a mouthful of blood! 

Because the Ming Hongwei on his back seemed to be supported by a huge force, it pierced into his body 

in an instant! 

Only a little bit, it will penetrate his heart! 

Chapter 1365: Both sides show their magical powers! 

"Hmph, what's the use of Everbright? You have to be hard!" 

Seeing that the ten admonition Zhengjun was going to penetrate Wu Boruo's head, Ye Chen suddenly 

showed a trace of sarcasm. 

But the next moment. 

The mockery on his face turned directly into horror. 

Because a crimson stalkless short thorn has silently reached his vest, even the emperor's robe has been 

torn! 

It's the Six Great Emperor Soldiers mentioned by Lafitti-Ming Hongqi! 

"Mystery of the whole sky!!" 

Without thinking about it, Ye Chen immediately launched the defensive secret technique. 
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I saw that the flesh and blood behind him turned into a half-energy and half-spirit state in an instant, 

and it was constantly spinning! 

Ming Hongqi pierced Ye Chen's flesh and blood, but couldn't make an inch! 

And the ten admonition Zhengjun in Ye Chen's hand also made a loud bang and plunged into Wu Boruo's 

head! 

Wow! 

Wu Boruo's head shattered, and countless pieces of black armor flew away. 

However, there is nothing under the broken armor, and there is no expectation that the brains are 

white! 

"Ha ha!" 

"You can break my armor, you deserve my true strength!" 

Numerous scarlet muscles suddenly spurted out of the big neck wound in Wuboruo Lake, entangled Ye 

Chen who was caught off guard! 

This scarlet muscle is probably Wu Boruo's tendon, very tough and strong, Ye Chen couldn't get rid of it! 

Adding to the fact that Ye Chen was stabbed on his back and was constantly consuming Ming Hong 

Weeping, Ye Chen was at stake. 

"Heart sword has no edge!" 

Suddenly a loud shout came, but Li Qijue was holding the sword of Xin Jue Wu Feng and piercing Wu Bo 

Ruo's heart. 

Ding! 

Wu Boruo's armor did not move, not even a trace. 

However, Wu Boruo seemed to have been severely injured, his whole body stiffened, and the muscles 

entangled Ye Chen directly shrugged off! 

"Great Emperor Grade mental attack method!" 

In the void in the distance, Su Lang's eyes lit up. 

We must know that although the spiritual power of Broken Nirvana is huge, it is in the state of'broken 

Nirvana', very scattered, and cannot be used as a means of attack in the same level, unless you want to 

die. 

But Li Qijue's move condensed the spiritual power of the Realm of Broken Nirvana, and carried out an 

emperor-level mental attack! 

This sword was completely beyond Wu Boruo's expectation, and he was hit immediately! 

Take advantage of his illness to kill him! 



"Drinking Stars!" 

"The first shot in the independent world!" 

Ye Chen immediately activated the secret skills, and countless lavender energy siphons generally poured 

into the ten admonitions, and immediately turned into a thin line, piercing the fracture of Wu Boruo's 

neck fiercely! 

With this blow, the terrifying power of the Seven Great Emperors has erupted! 

In front of this gun, Wu Boruo's huge body is almost like a chicken, and it is completely vulnerable! 

Rumble! 

The 10,000-meter-high terrifying giant shattered every inch! 

Even Li Qijue, who is fighting against Wu Boruo, must temporarily avoid his edge to avoid being 

accidentally injured! 

next moment! 

The Ye Chen holding Shi Jianzheng Jun thoroughly penetrated Wu Boruo's body and reappeared in the 

field of vision. 

His face is very ugly! 

Because this move is too explosive and consumes too much! 

Moreover, Ming Hongqi still stabbed him on his back without any intention to leave! 

"No, Uporo still has a hole card!" 

Seeing this, Li Qijue suddenly smelled a dangerous aura! 

really. 

I saw Wu Boruo's broken body turned into twisted muscles, instantly forming a new body! 

"this is......" 

Su Lang was surprised, "Another use of Wanhua Demon Body!" 

However, although Wu Boruo's aura was weakened a lot, he still maintained the level of the Six Great 

Emperor! 

"Unexpectedly, you still have such a trick, and Wu Mou admires it!" 

Wu Bo sounded like a bell, "But, if it were just that, you would be finished!" 

next moment. 

The size is huge, like a giant of 10,000 meters, Wu Boruo collapsed in an instant! 

"This is... the secret method has no shackles!" 



Su Lang stared at Wu Boruo, only to see Wu Boruo's combat power jumped to the realm of the Seven 

Great Emperor! 

And it is still rising, almost breaking through to the realm of the Eight Great Emperors! 

The terrifying momentum overwhelms the entire world! 

"Not good! Puff——!!!" 

Ye Chen's expression changed wildly, and he spouted a mouthful of blood! 

Because the Ming Hongwei on his back seemed to be supported by a huge force, it pierced into his body 

in an instant! 

Only a little bit, it will penetrate his heart! 

Chapter 1365: Both sides show their magical powers! 

"Hmph, what's the use of Everbright? You have to be hard!" 

Seeing that the ten admonition Zhengjun was going to penetrate Wu Boruo's head, Ye Chen suddenly 

showed a trace of sarcasm. 

But the next moment. 

The mockery on his face turned directly into horror. 

Because a crimson stalkless short thorn has silently reached his vest, even the emperor's robe has been 

torn! 

It's the Six Great Emperor Soldiers mentioned by Lafitti-Ming Hongqi! 

"Mystery of the whole sky!!" 

Without thinking about it, Ye Chen immediately launched the defensive secret technique. 

I saw that the flesh and blood behind him turned into a half-energy and half-spirit state in an instant, 

and it was constantly spinning! 

Ming Hongqi pierced Ye Chen's flesh and blood, but couldn't make an inch! 

And the ten admonition Zhengjun in Ye Chen's hand also made a loud bang and plunged into Wu Boruo's 

head! 

Wow! 

Wu Boruo's head shattered, and countless pieces of black armor flew away. 

However, there is nothing under the broken armor, and there is no expectation that the brains are 

white! 

"Ha ha!" 

"You can break my armor, you deserve my true strength!" 
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Numerous scarlet muscles suddenly spurted out of the big neck wound in Wuboruo Lake, entangled Ye 

Chen who was caught off guard! 

This scarlet muscle is probably Wu Boruo's tendon, very tough and strong, Ye Chen couldn't get rid of it! 

Adding to the fact that Ye Chen was stabbed on his back and was constantly consuming Ming Hong 

Weeping, Ye Chen was at stake. 

"Heart sword has no edge!" 

Suddenly a loud shout came, but Li Qijue was holding the sword of Xin Jue Wu Feng and piercing Wu Bo 

Ruo's heart. 

Ding! 

Wu Boruo's armor did not move, not even a trace. 

However, Wu Boruo seemed to have been severely injured, his whole body stiffened, and the muscles 

entangled Ye Chen directly shrugged off! 

"Great Emperor Grade mental attack method!" 

In the void in the distance, Su Lang's eyes lit up. 

We must know that although the spiritual power of Broken Nirvana is huge, it is in the state of'broken 

Nirvana', very scattered, and cannot be used as a means of attack in the same level, unless you want to 

die. 

But Li Qijue's move condensed the spiritual power of the Realm of Broken Nirvana, and carried out an 

emperor-level mental attack! 

This sword was completely beyond Wu Boruo's expectation, and he was hit immediately! 

Take advantage of his illness to kill him! 

"Drinking Stars!" 

"The first shot in the independent world!" 

Ye Chen immediately activated the secret skills, and countless lavender energy siphons generally poured 

into the ten admonitions, and immediately turned into a thin line, piercing the fracture of Wu Boruo's 

neck fiercely! 

With this blow, the terrifying power of the Seven Great Emperors has erupted! 

In front of this gun, Wu Boruo's huge body is almost like a chicken, and it is completely vulnerable! 

Rumble! 

The 10,000-meter-high terrifying giant shattered every inch! 

Even Li Qijue, who is fighting against Wu Boruo, must temporarily avoid his edge to avoid being 

accidentally injured! 



next moment! 

The Ye Chen holding Shi Jianzheng Jun thoroughly penetrated Wu Boruo's body and reappeared in the 

field of vision. 

His face is very ugly! 

Because this move is too explosive and consumes too much! 

Moreover, Ming Hongqi still stabbed him on his back without any intention to leave! 

"No, Uporo still has a hole card!" 

Seeing this, Li Qijue suddenly smelled a dangerous aura! 

really. 

I saw Wu Boruo's broken body turned into twisted muscles, instantly forming a new body! 

"this is......" 

Su Lang was surprised, "Another use of Wanhua Demon Body!" 

However, although Wu Boruo's aura was weakened a lot, he still maintained the level of the Six Great 

Emperor! 

"Unexpectedly, you still have such a trick, and Wu Mou admires it!" 

Wu Bo sounded like a bell, "But, if it were just that, you would be finished!" 

next moment. 

The size is huge, like a giant of 10,000 meters, Wu Boruo collapsed in an instant! 

"This is... the secret method has no shackles!" 

Su Lang stared at Wu Boruo, only to see Wu Boruo's combat power jumped to the realm of the Seven 

Great Emperor! 

And it is still rising, almost breaking through to the realm of the Eight Great Emperors! 

The terrifying momentum overwhelms the entire world! 

"Not good! Puff——!!!" 

Ye Chen's expression changed wildly, and he spouted a mouthful of blood! 

Because the Ming Hongwei on his back seemed to be supported by a huge force, it pierced into his body 

in an instant! 

Only a little bit, it will penetrate his heart! 

Chapter 1367: Open the trump card of the power of the world 

Soon. 
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After the light dimmed. 

Su Lang saw Wu Boruo and Li Qijue who were tough. 

Both sides were bounced by powerful forces, and Wu Boruo's remaining upper body was chopped into 

three sections! 

And Li Qijue and Ye Chen also paid an unimaginable price. 

Ye Chen, who played "Broken World", even though he condensed his body again, he had already fallen 

off the Six Great Emperor, and was seriously injured, making it difficult to fight again! 

But Li Qijue’s situation is no better than Ye Chen's. His secret technique has more side effects, and at 

this time it has already triggered the'Emperor's Erosion Tribulation'. 

——The black hair grows out, so that the bald Li Qijue soon has thick black hair. 

However, his combat effectiveness also plummeted, and in a short period of time, he actually fell below 

the Five Great Emperor! 

Except for Li Qijue and Ye Chen himself, their weapons were also dimmed, and they obviously suffered a 

lot of damage! 

"Hahahaha!" 

"You are dead!" 

Suddenly Wu Boruo laughed wildly. 

His body that was chopped into three parts, except for the Dantian part, all the other parts turned into 

muscles! 

The muscles and muscles of these souls are almost endless, like the dense tentacles of the octopus! 

Countless muscles exploded with powerful force, killing Ye Chen and Li Qijue overwhelmingly. 

This is not over yet! 

Seizing the opportunity, Ming Hongqi also directly killed the weaker Li Qijue, and was bound to kill him! 

But the emperor level is the emperor level, Li Qijue and Ye Chen still have cards! 

That is the foundation of being the orthodox emperor-the universe of life! 

"The world, the power of heaven!!" 

"The world, the power of humanity!!" 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen shouted hoarsely, pain and helplessness loomed in their eyes! 

next moment. 

The majestic power of the rules and the incredible weight emerged from the two! 



In addition, there is a large amount of mixed energy gushing out from the life universe, filling up the 

nearly exhausted Emperor Yuan of Li Qijue and the two. 

From the mixed energy, Su Lang felt the breath of countless souls! 

"This is...sacrificing the extraordinary life inhabiting the universe of life!" 

"Li Qijue and Ye Chen use the creatures in the universe as energy saving tools!?" 

Su Lang's eyes widened, "Those creatures are equivalent to a piece of storage battery. They sacrificed at 

this last resort to support their combat power!?" 

Su Lang was shocked. 

He never thought that the intelligent creatures he had cultivated so hard in the universe of life could still 

be used like this! 

He didn't know that this was a normal state among the emperors. 

Because the energy stored by these creatures is also a kind of humanity. 

The reason why Su Lang lacks this knowledge is entirely because he has never lacked energy! 

Especially after incorporating the sun into the pubic universe, the energy will never be used up. 

Therefore, he never thought about cultivating a personal ‘accumulator’ to store extra energy for himself. 

Just when Su Lang was shocked. 

Two powerful world powers were blessed on Li Qijue and Ye Chen, and their combat power was 

restored instantaneously, even beyond that! 

Immediately after. 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen blocked Ming Hongqi, and the other blocked the overwhelming soul body muscles! 

Bang bang bang! 

Another huge explosion spread. 

Under Li Qijue's sword, the muscles and muscles of the soul and body continued to explode, like 

fireworks of flesh and blood blooming in the void. 

"Do you think that you have the power of the world!?" 

"I, Uporuo, I am also the emperor who walks the orthodox road in essence!" 

Wu Boruo was able to speak only a part of his abdomen, and Su Lang couldn't help but think of Xing Tian 

in the Chinese myth. 

And Wu Boruo looks even more awkward, Xingtian just lost his head, but he has nothing above the chest 

and the lower abdomen! 

Closer to home. 



Wu Boruo burst out his own world power in a sneer! 

Rumble! 

A heavy feeling appeared on Wu Boruo's broken body, and at the same time, there were also the torrent 

of rules and the power of Emperor Yuan! 

Yes, Uboluo also sacrificed the wisdom race cultivated by the life universe. 

His life universe is not perfect, so he can't survive the Dark Sky Clan for a long time, so he deliberately 

cultivated another kind of life as a hog, which can provide incense power while alive, and energy when 

killed! 

Chapter 1368: How could it be you! 

At this moment. 

Wu Boruo and Li Qijue can be regarded as the final battle cards, their combat power is even more 

terrifying than before! 

Su Lang stared at the battlefield, waiting for the opportunity to shoot! 

I saw Wu Boruo manipulating a large number of muscles and the Great Emperor Ming Hong Weeping, 

constantly attacking Ye Chen and Li Qijue. 

The attack containing the power of the terrifying world, every blow can tear the void and blast the 

battlefield to pieces! 

Even the void where Su Lang was hiding was slightly distorted by the aftermath of the battle! 

Soon. 

Time passed by. 

Su Lang felt that the aftermath of the battle from the center of the battlefield was getting weaker! 

"It seems that the battle is over, it's my turn to play!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and sneaked into the center of the battlefield with a wicked 

smile. 

at this time. 

In the battlefield. 

"Li Qijue, let's withdraw!" 

Ye Chen, who was fighting fiercely, secretly passed a message to Li Qijue. 

"it is good!" 

Li Qijue agreed very simply. 

Although they release the power of the world to increase their combat effectiveness, they must bear the 

weight of the world! 
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They have already used secret techniques, and the side effects are very terrifying, and if they continue 

to fight like this, they will undoubtedly die! 

On the other hand, the Origin Devil Emperor, as if he had an immortal body, would not die if he was 

chopped into this way. It would be very troublesome and difficult to destroy him without thinking. 

In this case, retreat is the wisest choice! 

After communicating with Ye Chen, Li Qijue and Ye Chen fled at the same time! 

I saw them merge together without warning, and flew out of the battle circle at the same time! 

"Want to escape!?" 

There was a sneer from Wu Boruo's remnant body, and those tentacle-like muscles split again and 

turned into countless filaments to cover them! 

"open!!" 

Ye Chen and Li Qijue took out a piece of residual jade at the same time and spliced it together. 

Suddenly, an emperor-level breath came, directly tearing the space apart, forming a huge passage! 

Seeing that the two of them were about to enter the space channel and send away, some of Wu Boruo's 

flesh and blood filaments exploded with a bang. 

The blood mist filled the entire void, and the space passage that had just been torn also covered a 

barrier! 

This layer of barrier, whether it is Li Qijue or Ye Chen, can easily break open in a few seconds. 

But at this time, it is about to become the last straw to crush the camel! 

this moment. 

As if time freezes! 

The blood mist filled, Ye Chen and Li Qijue's pupils shrank suddenly, their bodies tightened, and 

countless bloodshot stabbings came behind them, to pierce them with sore holes! 

Not far away, the sneer of Wu Boruo's remnant body has not disappeared, and the remnants are still 

there! 

In the next moment, the two sides will be divided between the victory and defeat, as well as life and 

death! 

But at this moment. 

boom--! ! 

An extremely majestic breath enveloped the audience, and he reached the Seven Great Emperor! 

"what!?" 

Whether it was Li Qijue, Ye Chen or Wu Boruo, they were all horrified at the same time! 



They never expected that when they were fighting to death, there would be a Seven Great Emperor 

watching him! 

Seven Great Emperors, they can also fight for several rounds using secret methods, and escape is no 

problem. 

But at this time, everyone is on the verge of death, it is not the power of the Seven Great Emperors at 

all! 

With a sense of horror and despair, Li Qijue, Ye Chen, and Wu Boruo simultaneously looked in the 

direction of the breath. 

But I saw a handsome young man standing in the air, his breath gushing out like a tsunami, it was Su 

Lang who had swallowed 35 clones! 

"Ruthless God!?" 

Wu Boruo suddenly screamed in disbelief, "No! How could it be you!? Aren't you dead!?" 

Li Qijue and Ye Chen also felt incredible when they heard Wu Boruo's scream! 

"Ruthless God!" 

Li Qijue was like falling into an ice cave, cold all over, "It is he...he who has calculated everything, he is 

the master of the situation!!" 

"Damn it!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were horrified, "I Ye Chen hunts geese all day long, and today I am going to be pecked to 

death by the geese!" 

of course. 

When they were frightened, the two did not forget to escape either. 

Taking advantage of Su Lang's appearance and shocking the audience, they immediately attacked the 

blood fog barrier! 

at the same time. 

"Uporuo, go on the road!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and pointed his right hand into a sword, and gently drew it out with a broken 

sword, and instantly arrived in front of Wu Boruo. 

Chapter 1369: But I have two or five boys! 

"Ruthless Tiandi, you, great!!" 

"I Wupper will come back, I will come back for revenge!!" 

Wu Boruo couldn't resist Su Lang's Po Yi sword at all, at this time there was only one escape spell 

available! 
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However, a terrifying gray-black incense aspiration burst out of his body in an instant. 

These incense aspirations are already strong enough to condense into crystals, forming a thick crystal 

shell on the surface of Wuboruo's remnant body! 

And Wu Boruo, like a small bug in amber, was sealed inside the crystal! 

Su Lang's broken sword touched the outer shell of the crystal, and was blocked for an instant before 

piercing a crack and driving straight into it! 

"Wanhua Demon Body, Originating Dafa!" 

Wu Boruo took this opportunity to launch the final escape secret technique, and the whole remnant 

exploded, and he even resisted the broken sword for a moment. 

Then, in the intense spatial fluctuations, a thumb-sized flesh and blood disappeared without a trace! 

"Can you escape, Space Avenue!" 

Su Lang sneered and used the power of the Space Dao. Although he could not stop Wu Boruo, he could 

get insight into the destination coordinates he sent! 

In a flash. 

Su Lang knew the coordinates, and immediately countless treasure hunting flying flying flies appeared in 

the middle of waving his hands. 

Simultaneously. 

Su Lang's gaze shifted directly to Li Qijue and Ye Chen. 

But after seeing Wu Boruo escape at the expense of everything, the blood fog barrier disappeared, and 

Ye Chen and the two had entered the space channel! 

"If you can run, the monk can't run to the temple!" Su Lang sneered even more. 

He conquered all Ye Chen and Li Qijue's subordinates, and mastered the coordinates of the Zhetian 

Continent and Hongtian Continent. 

If Li Qijue and two of them chose to return to their own world, they would definitely be caught by Su 

Lang directly. 

If they choose to wander into the void temporarily, Su Lang also has a way to get their position! 

but. 

Su Lang didn't intend to give them a chance to return to the world of heaven and earth. 

After all, those two worlds have been regarded by him as things in the middle, and it would be no good 

if they were destroyed. 

"Space Avenue!" 

Su Lang deduced the coordinates of the two escaped based on the remaining spatial fluctuations. 



However, Ye Chen and Li Qijue used the Space System Emperor Soldiers, and they wiped out the traces 

completely, unable to deduct them! 

"Humph!" 

"Do you think I can't help it?" 

"You have great soldiers, but I have two or five boys!" 

Su Lang shook his head disdainfully, then took out the talisman for the transmission and contacted the 

eight newly subdued subordinates of the quasi-great emperor. 

Somewhere in the void of unknown location. 

A huge space passage emerged, and Li Qijue and Ye Chen supported each other and staggered out. 

"The ruthless Emperor Tiandi is thoughtful and cunning like a fox." 

Ye Chen took out a pill and swallowed it painfully, "He probably did a survey a long time ago, knowing 

our world coordinates, we can't go back to our current state!" 

"Find a place to heal your injury first." 

Li Qijue's voice revealed a strong sense of weakness, "When the ruthless Emperor appeared, he first 

shot Wu Boruo. Presumably Wu Boruo is his main target. We should be fine if we hide." 

"Well, find a place first..." 

Ye Chen nodded, and was planning to search for a suitable retreat to heal his wounds, but suddenly he 

noticed that there was a movement in the interrogation talisman. 

I took it out and saw that it was a message sent by my subordinate Zhuyu, asking about the results in a 

very concerned tone. 

"We lost." 

"Someone was taking advantage of the fisherman's profit, and we almost got caught in a pot." 

Ye Chen didn't have the slightest doubt about his most trusted subordinates, and even told Zhuyu about 

the failure of his side without any hesitation. 

Soon. 

Zhuyu asked how the two of them were and where they were, and then asked for instructions. 

Ye Chen was unprepared and informed Zhu Yu of his location, and then asked Zhu Yu to take people 

away from Judu Xing immediately and return to Hongtian Continent by detour. 

Finally, let Zhuyu bring Lafitti with him. 

Li Qijue also contacted Qing Yang, his subordinate, and asked him to join Zhu Yu and others, and finally 

parted ways and returned to the Zhetian Continent. 

Finish it all. 



The two of them breathed a sigh of relief, and then flew away, looking for a retreat. 

Chapter 1370: Decompose Ming Hong Weep! 

Dark sky beyond the stars. 

"Oh?" 

"It's 30,000 light-years away, it's really far enough." 

Su Lang took out the hand talisman and looked at the news reported by Zhu Yu, with a slight sarcasm on 

his face. 

Soon. 

He sent a treasure hunt flying flying flying to collect Li Qijue's breath. 

Immediately afterwards, they dispatched the only remaining clone and thirty-seven clone incarnations. 

The avatars all used Baiying avatars to transform into 3,800 avatars, paved a void road. 

Immediately afterwards, in the ‘dispatchable map’ that was developed, Su Lang continuously used 

avatars to dispatch, allowing each avatar to quickly approach the location of Li Qijue. 

But Su Lang's body moved quickly and flew towards the right side. 

He is chasing Ming Hongqi! 

This Six Great Emperor Soldier escaped by taking advantage of the chaos! 

It's a pity that Ming Hongqi didn't even know that Su Lang was watching all his actions! 

Although Ming Hongqi is an assassination weapon, its speed is very, very fast, and it also possesses 

powerful concealment capabilities. 

However, the strength of the Seven Great Emperor Su Lang crushed Ming Hongqi to a whole small 

realm, far faster than that! 

Moreover, Su Lang has also practiced the "Small Mystery Method", combined with the spiritual power of 

Broken Nirvana, the observation power is extremely abnormal, and there is no way for Ming Hongqi to 

hide! 

From all aspects, Ming Hongqi was completely defeated! 

Therefore, Su Lang quickly stopped Ming Hong's cry! 

Void. 

"Tsk tsk." 

"Dare you run away in front of me?" 

Su Lang carried his hands on his back, with a faint smile on his face, "Ming Hong weeping, Ming Hong 

weeping, as the Great Six Great Emperor Soldier who has lived for a long time, why is your brain still not 

working?" 
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"Ming Hong sobbed for a while, please forgive me!" 

The spirit of Ming Hong weeping came out of his body to pay respects to Su Lang, and its appearance 

was somewhat similar to Wu Boruo. 

"Don't talk nonsense." 

Su Lang said bluntly, "I lack an attack weapon, are you willing to serve me as Lord?" 

"Ming Hong Weeping is willing!" 

Ming Hong sobbed and knocked his head like smashed garlic, looking gratitude. 

"Come here, then." 

Su Lang waved his hand to take Ming Hongwei. 

Ming Hongqi was also very cooperative, and was cleverly taken by Su Lang. 

But just when Su Lang planned to play. 

Suddenly an extremely fierce aura erupted from Ming Hongqi. 

Under Su Lang's defense, Ming Hongqi's body broke away from control and slammed Su Lang's Dantian 

fiercely! 

"Yo!" 

"I said why are you so simple." 

"It turned out to be approaching me and assassinating me!" 

"Look at your appearance and Wu Boruo's appearance, and your feelings are really deep. I don't know 

why Wu Bo Ruopin usually uses you for it." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and smiled coldly, turning a blind eye to Ming Hong who 

stabbed his Dantian! 

"Go to hell!!" 

Ming Hong Weeping Device screamed, carrying the strongest strength, and reached Su Lang's lower 

abdomen in an instant! 

But just when the sharp blade was about to touch Su Lang's skin. 

"what!!" 

There was a loud cry, even with a ding sound! 

However, I saw a small, pitch-black circular shield that blocked Su Lang's abdomen at some point, and 

was stabbed by Ming Hong Weeping! 

This shield is exactly the eight-sided shield of Tianjiao, with the ability to block 100%! 

"how is this possible!?" 



Ming Hongqi's spirit was unbelievable, and he immediately turned around and pierced Su Lang's chest. 

But he just stabbed out, and the round shield was in front of him again! 

Ming Hong sob stabbed the shield with a ding sound again! 

"This is impossible!" 

Ming Hong's sobbing spirit was about to cry, "I am an assassin-type Great Emperor soldier, and my 

speed is infinitely close to the Seven Great Emperor!" 

Immediately after. 

He did not believe in evil and continued to assassinate Su Lang. 

However, no matter how he stabbed, he would stabbed on the body of the eight-sided shield! 

then. 

The ding ding ding rang for a long time! 

Ming Hongqi finally understood that there was a problem with holding the shield. He couldn't stab Su 

Lang at all. Even if he did, it would be a problem whether he could break the defense! 

So, he chose to escape again! 

This time, Ming Hongqi unexpectedly exploded at a faster speed, reaching the level of the Seven Great 

Emperor! 

 


